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Customer Process

Customer
Process
elements

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sales
Sales Support
After Sales
Marketing
Product Marketing
R&D
Production

• Adminstration

Strategic
Marketing

• It should also answer the questions: what are
we selling, to whom and how do we beat the
competition?

STRATEGIC
MARKETING
PROCESS
SIMPLIFIED

The following five steps are essential to
accomplishing a simple, effective strategic plan.
• Identify objectives and determine mission
• Do business environmental scan-including
trends and competition
• Devise strategy including SWOT, budget,
marketing, price and distribution
• Implement strategy-put your plan into action

• Evaluate and modify- measure how close or far
you are from objectives, track what works and
change what doesn’t.

• Companies use strategic marketing to
identify customer needs and create a
marketing plan to achieve customer
satisfaction, improve company
performance and increase profit.

Strategic
Marketing
plan

• Strategic marketing plans should meet
these objectives:
• Setting realistic objectives
• Creating business tactics that are more
effective
• Taking past marketing failures into account
• Improving performance
• Identifying the most important ways that
business operations must change

Clear prioritization of target industries, regions and
audiences to ensure we are reaching the right people.

A great
strategic
marketing
plan should
provide the
following

Definition of both goals and KPIs ( Key Performance Indicators )
with a plan to report the most critical metrics.

Selection of the right software platforms and tools based on
your needs that have the ability to work seamlessly together.
Planning for resources, timeline and talent to execute across
writing, design, programming, data analysis, systems integration,
marketing and the needs for channels to be leveraged.
Organization of specific, targeted campaigns as well as general
marketing tactics that lead prospects through awareness,
engagement, conversion, nurturing, and sales.

• Generate sales for a portfolio of accounts and reach the
company's sales target

Sales through
Account
Manager

• Identify new sales opportunities within existing accounts
to retain a client-account manager relationship by upselling and cross-selling[
• Manage and solve conflicts with clients The Account
Manager is expected to have specific information
regarding daily operations of the Company and keep the
Client updated.
• Interact and coordinate with the sales team and other staff
members in other departments working on the same
account
• Establish budgets with the client and company
• Meet time deadlines for accounts

a long-term strategy that can deliver significant value over time. When
done well, key account management can be an even more profitable
investment than new sales.

Key account management can drive more value than traditional sales
for a few reasons:

Key account
management
is

Existing customers are more likely to buy again and spend more than
new customers.
Retaining customers protects your revenue margins and helps you
remain competitive.
Key account management helps you understand your target customers
better so your sales team can prospect and sell more effectively.
Key account management builds trusted relationships with clients,
leading to greater satisfaction. Happy customers share those
experiences and recommend you to other potential customers.

Top
6
key
account
management
skills
1. Communication

As the liaison for the customer and the rest of the company, they must be comfortable addressing executives as
well as coordinating operations managers and sales reps.

2. Company and customer expertise
One of the primary goals of key account management is to nurture strategic relationships with top accounts, so a
KAM must possess an in-depth knowledge of the company and its customers. This expertise allows them to
identify the best opportunities for growth and service to the client
3. Strategic perspective
KAMs need to have a strategic perspective that goes beyond short-term gains. While strong selling skills are
important, key account management prioritizes the long-term relationship over short-term transactions.
4. Leadership
KAMs are leaders. They must be adept at directing customers and managing employees at all levels of the
business..
5. Skilled negotiation
At the end of the day, the KAM’s goal is to build the lifetime value of their customer. In order to do this, they not
only need to sell to the customer but also negotiate terms so both parties end up happy.
6. Value-based selling
Long-term success depends on being able to demonstrate value to the customer.
Companies are 25% more likely to be the primary suppliers of large accounts if they can sell on value.

Tools to help sales

Value base
marketing

• There are three main types of channels, all of which include the
combination of a producer, wholesaler, retailer, and end consumer.

Types of
Distribution
Channels and
cost

• The first channel is the longest because it includes all four:
producer, wholesaler, retailer, and consumer. The wine and adult
beverage industry is a perfect example of this long distribution
channel. In this industry. The winery to first sell its product to
a wholesaler who then sells to a retailer. The retailer then sells the
product to the end consumer.
• The second channel cuts out the wholesaler—where the producer
sells directly to a retailer who sells the product to the end
consumer. Dell, for example, is large enough to sell its products
directly to reputable retailers such as Best Buy.
• The third and final channel is a direct-to-consumer model where
the producer sells its product directly to the end consumer.
Amazon, which uses its own platform to sell Kindles to its
customers, is an example of a direct model.

• Not all distribution channels work for all products, so it's important
for companies to choose the right one. The channel should align
with the firm's overall mission and strategic vision including its sales
goals.

Choosing the Right
Distribution
Channel

• The method of distribution should add value to the consumer. Do
consumers want to speak to a salesperson? Will they want to handle
the product before they make a purchase? Or do they want to
purchase it online with no hassles? Answering these questions can
help companies determine which channel they choose.
• Secondly, the company should consider how quickly it wants its
product(s) to reach the buyer. Certain products are best served by a
direct distribution channel such as meat or produce, while others
may benefit from an indirect channel.

• If a company chooses multiple distribution channels, such as selling
products online and through a retailer, the channels should not
conflict with one another. Companies should strategize so one
channel doesn't overpower the other.

Workshop 2- Your ideal distributor Channel
model
• Each company should review your current distributor channel model
• Out of done presentation and examples create your enhanced model

• Preparation; 15min
• Wrap up to audience : 5min

Pricing methods

Models of pricing
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pricing_strategies
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•

1. Absorption pricing
2. Contribution margin-based pricing
3. Creaming or skimming
4. Decoy pricing
5. Double ticketing
6. Freemium
7. High-low pricing
8. Keystone pricing
9. Limit pricing
10. Loss leader
11. Marginal-cost pricing
12. Cost plus pricing
13. Odd pricing
14. Pay what you want
15. Penetration pricing

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

16. Predatory pricing
17. Premium decoy pricing
18. Premium pricing
19. Price discrimination
20. Price leadership
21. Psychological pricing
22. Sliding scale
23. Target pricing business
24. Time-based pricing
25. Time sensitive pricing
26. Value-based pricing
27. Variable pricing strategies
28. Yield management strategies
29. Other pricing approaches

Value
based
Pricing
• Value-based price is a pricing strategy which sets prices primarily, but not exclusively, according to the perceived or
estimated value of a product or service to the customer rather than according to the cost of the product or historical
prices.
• The approach is most successful when products are sold based on emotions (fashion), in niche markets,
in shortages (e.g. drinks at open air festival on a hot summer day) or for complementary products (e.g. printer
cartridges, headsets for cell phones). Goods which are very intensely traded (e.g. oil and other commodities) are often
sold using cost-plus pricing. Goods which are sold to highly sophisticated customers in large markets (e.g. automotive
industry) have also in the past been sold using cost-plus pricing, but thanks to modern pricing software and pricing
systems and the ability to capture and analyze market data, more and more markets are migrating towards market- or
value-based pricing.
• Value-based pricing in its literal sense implies basing pricing on the product benefits perceived by the customer instead
of on the exact cost of developing the product. For example, a painting may be priced as much more than the price of
canvas and paints: the price in fact depends a lot on who the painter is. Painting prices also reflect factors such as age,
cultural significance, and, most importantly, how much benefit the buyer is deriving. Owning an
original Dalí or Picasso painting elevates the self-esteem of the buyer and hence elevates the perceived benefits of
ownership.

Value Chain
analysis by Porter

What Is a Value
Chain?

• A value chain is a business model that
describes the full range of activities needed to
create a product or service. For companies that
produce goods, a value chain comprises the
steps that involve bringing a product from
conception to distribution, and everything in
between—such as procuring raw materials,
manufacturing functions, and marketing
activities.
• A company conducts a value-chain analysis by
evaluating the detailed procedures involved in
each step of its business. The purpose of valuechain analyses is to increase production
efficiency so that a company may deliver
maximum value for the least possible cost.

• In Porter’s concept of a value chain, he splits a business's activities
into two categories, "primary" and "support," whose sample activities
we list below. Specific activities in each category will vary according to
the industry.
• Primary activities consist of five components, and all are essential for
adding value and creating a competitive advantage:
• The role of support activities is to help make the primary activities
more efficient. When you increase the efficiency of any of the four
support activities, it benefits at least one of the five primary activities.
These support activities are generally denoted as overhead costs on a
company's income statement:

• Inbound logistics: Functions like receiving,
warehousing, and managing inventory.
• Operations: Procedures for converting raw
materials into finished product.

Primary Value
Chain activites

• Outbound logistics: Activities to distribute
a final product to a consumer.
• Marketing and sales: Strategies to
enhance visibility and target appropriate
customers—such as advertising,
promotion, and pricing.
• Service: Programs to maintain products
and enhance consumer experience—
customer service, maintenance, repair,
refund, and exchange.

• Procurement: How a company obtains raw
materials.

Support Value
Chain Activities

• Technological development: Used at a firm's
research and development (R&D) stage—
designing and developing manufacturing
techniques; and automating processes.
• Human resources (HR) management: Hiring
and retaining employees who will fulfill
business strategy; and help design, market, and
sell the product.
• Infrastructure: Company systems; and
composition of its management team—
planning, accounting, finance, and quality
control.

Workshop 3: Value Chain
• Make a study of your own company value chain starting from your
supplies down to your end customer (s)

• Time : 15 min
• Wrap up to audience :5 min

Own sales people

Distributors
Sales as a cost

Agents

Internet

16 proven marketing strategies
• Advertise on Facebook
• Rank your Google My Business
listing
• Use Google Adwords
• Invest In content marketing
• Grow your organic social reach
• Run a coupon deal
• Build an email marketing funnel
• Host a webinar

• Offer a free consultation
• Incentivize employees to refer
new clients
• Advertise in niche print media
• Write a column
• Join a local business group
• Partner with other businesses
• Launch a direct mail campaign
• Speak at events

• What demographics make up your
customer base?

• Where do they live?
• Where do they hang out online?
• How do they look for products in your
niche?
• Who do the listen when making decisions
relative to your product?
• Use the answers to select four viable
channels from today’s list of marketing
strategies for small businesses, and then
run small tests with each strategy to see
what fails and what performs.

Out of those 16 what fits to your company?
• What demographics make up your customer base?
• Where do they live?
• Where do they hang out online?
• How do they look for products in your niche?
• Who do the listen when making decisions relative to your product?
• Company specific marketing strategies , Select 4, 15min
• Wrap up 5min to audience

